CPO LIVE: Decarbonise Yourself
Wednesday June 22, 2022

AGENDA
2.00pm

Welcome and Introductions
A quick-fire introduction to participants
• Name
• Role and Organisation
• What's keeping you up at night?
Delegate: Matt Perfect, The Faculty Communities Chair

2.20pm

State is king - Why managing your energy is far more important than managing
your time
Discover the counterintuitive approach to sustainability and self leadership
guaranteed to give you an unfair advantage in every area of work, life and play.
Delegate: Jaemin Frazer, Author, TEDx Speaker, Founder, The Insecurity Project

2.50pm

Decarbonising your Portfolio: Why and how you need to take action now
Emission targets are accelerating. How Procurement can support fast
decarbonisation on Scope 1 & 2.
Delegate: Skipp Williamson, Managing Director, Partners in Performance

3.20pm

Decarbonising your Suppliers
Few Australian companies can provide customer specific emissions information.
Four steps to focus 85% of Procurement effort on impact and 15% on accuracy.
Delegate: Inga Von Fircks, Partner and Peter Mann, Director, Partners in
Performance

3.50pm

Group Discussion:
Deep dive with your fellow CPO’s and see just how you can achieve more with less:
▪ What was your involvement in setting emission reduction targets and timelines?
▪ How do you assess emissions as part of supplier selection and management?
Facilitator: Matt Perfect, The Faculty Communities Chair

4.20pm

Contribution Compass: Optimising and sustaining team energy and collaboration
Delegate: Melanie Colling, Founder and CEO, Purpose Driven Projects

4.50pm

Wrap Up and Close
Delegate: Matt Perfect, The Faculty Communities Chair

Skipp Williamson
Managing Director, Partners in Performance
Well known for her straight-talking and pragmatic approach, Skipp is passionate about unleashing
organisational potential to drive high performance across all levels of the organisation – achieving
operational excellence through genuine partnership.
Skipp launched Partners in Performance in 1996 after identifying an innovative way to help
businesses achieve exceptional results and lasting impact by mobilising their entire workforce.
In her extensive international career, she has worked with leading global organisations in
manufacturing, oil and gas, infrastructure and financial services.

Peter Mann
Director, Partners in Performance
A strategic advisor with 25 years of experience across a range of industries, Peter is regularly
sought out to drive alignment amongst stakeholders with complex and conflicting objectives.
Peter has conducted energy, GHG and offset strategy reviews for utilities, chemicals, oil and gas,
large miners, and renewable energy players.
Inga Von Fircks
Partner, Partners in Performance
Inga is an expert architect and manager of large commercial projects. With over 16 years of
commercial and consulting experience, Inga has led programs negotiating with 100s of suppliers as
well as managing customer and distributor portfolios. After managing Partners in Performance’
Procurement Practice through its 3x growth trajectory, she now leads Scope 3 emissions
reductions globally as well as ESG pro bono partnerships locally. She is passionate about
commercial results and win-win relationships. Inga has engaged with hundreds of suppliers on
their decarbonisation journey and designed and managed the implementation of Virtual Power
Plant strategies. She has worked with leaders across chemicals, retail, FMCG, mining and
government.
Jaemin Frazer
Author, TEDx Speaker, Founder, The Insecurity Project
Jaemin specialises in helping entrepreneurs, leaders, and business owners eradicate insecurity so
they can show up to life unhindered by doubt, fear, and self-limiting beliefs. He is widely
recognized as one of Australia's best life coaches and a leading voice globally on the subject of
personal insecurity. His pragmatic and direct approach to vulnerable subjects about mental health
and well-being are a breath of fresh air and provider are 'cut through the noise' conversation.
Jaemin’s wholeheartedness around his life’s purpose means he embodies his message in a way
that is rarely seen in the personal development industry today.
Melanie Colling
Founder and CEO, Purpose Driven Projects
As a collaboration expert, Melanie is passionate about helping fellow business leaders and
entrepreneurs succeed and accelerate their businesses and impact through a proven framework of
project leadership, connection and collaboration. An experienced project management
professional, facilitator, speaker, podcast host and collaboration expert, Melanie is in her zone of
genius when connecting and inspiring fellow entrepreneurs to reach their goals and targets.

Matt Perfect
The Faculty Communities Chair
Matt is an expert facilitator and coach, with over 15 years’ experience in corporate, consulting
and leadership development roles. During a successful procurement career with Ariba, NAB, Toll
Group and The Faculty, Matt became increasingly obsessed with the idea of impact Spending.
The idea that every procurement dollar spent by corporations and governments was like a drop
of water, creating ripples and sometimes tidal waves, of economic, social and environmental
impact throughout their supply chains across the world. Sometimes positive, sometimes
negative, but always far beyond the initial transaction.

